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In the last few decades, the atomic magnetom-
etry [1–7] has experienced remarkable develop-
ment and reached to an outstanding sensitivity.
This exciting technology is finding applications
in various of fields [8–18]. The last two obsta-
cles to further improve the sensitivity of mag-
netometry are quantum fluctuations and ambi-
ent magnetic field. For magnetometry based on
optical readout of atomic ensemble’s spin pre-
cession, the fundamental limitation of sensitivity
is restricted by spin projection noise (SPN) and
photon shot noise (PSN). Meanwhile, in prac-
tical applications, ambient magnetic field noise
which is regarded as a common-mode magnetic-
field (CMM) noise is also limiting the sensitiv-
ity. Several techniques for reducing PSN [19–25],
SPN [26, 27], and CMM noise [7, 28–31] have
been proposed, respectively. To achieve the best
sensitivity, it is essential to find an efficacious way
to eliminate the noises from different sources, si-
multaneously. For this purpose, here we demon-
strate a sub-shot-noise magnetic gradiometer uti-
lizing entangled optical detection with quantum-
correlated twin beams. This leads to the simulta-
neous suppression of PSN and CMM noise. The
quantum enhancement spans a frequency range
from 7Hz to 6MHz with maximum squeezing of
5.5 dB below the standard quantum limit (SQL).
The sensitivity of gradient magnetic field reaches
18 fT/cm

√
Hz at 20Hz with these sophisticated

techniques. Our study opens up new possibilities
to use quantum-enhanced technology in develop-
ing sensitive magnetometry for practical applica-
tions with noisy and physically demanding envi-
ronments.
Precision measurement technology based on atomic

magnetometry with high sensitivity [1–7] has great po-
tential for applications in various fields, such as funda-
mental physics [8–11], biomag [12–14], materials science

∗ guzhibao@sjtu.edu.cn
† lqchen@phy.ecnu.edu.cn
‡ wpz@sjtu.edu.cn

[15–17] and geology [18]. A practical magnetometer for
applications requires a fT-level sensitivity at the frequen-
cies below kHz, which is limited by the ambient magnetic
field noise and quantum noise. The SQL-limited sensitiv-
ity of atomic magnetometers has been greatly improved
with numerous number of photons Np by increasing the
power of the optical field and atoms Na by increasing the
operation temperature of atomic vapor [1–7]. Operation
of such a sensitive magnetometer is challenged by the
ambient magnetic field noise, especially in an unshielded
environment as shown in Fig. 1 (a). In order to elim-
inate the influence of noisy environment and achieve a
highly effective cancellation of the CMM noise, the usual
way is to operate a pair of magnetometers, one of which
serves as a reference sensor in a gradiometric configura-
tion [7, 28–31] as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The utilization of
the reference sensor is to monitor the ambient magnetic
field noise, but at the price of increasing quantum fluctu-
ations due to the totally doubled number of particles in
the configuration. To further improve the sensitivity in
such a situation, it is essential to exploit quantum tech-
nologies to squeeze the quantum noise below the PSN
[19–25] or SPN [26, 27].
Here, we propose and demonstrate a quantum

gradiometer reducing both CMM noise and PSN
at frequencies of 1-100 Hz by combining entangled
twin beams and gradiometric detection into nonlinear
magnetic-optical rotation (NMOR) magnetometry.
Compared with reported quantum magnetometers which
only squeeze the quantum noise in a single sensor, this
work employs the entangled-light detection to achieve
quantum enhancement in the differential measurement
protocol [32–36] as shown in Fig. 1 (c). By implementing
entangled twin beams in two fully polarized atomic
ensembles as probe beams to couple the magnetic field
into the polarization of the beams, the PSN can be
broken by quantum entanglement, and meanwhile the
CMM noise can be removed by gradiometric detection
as well. As a result, we reach a gradient field sensitivity
of 18 fT/cm

√
Hz below the PSN by 5.5 dB at 20 Hz in

a noisy environment. Our scheme shows the advantages
of utilizing quantum technology in the presence of
ambient magnetic noise to bring quantum-enhanced
magnetometry into the realm of practical applications.
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FIG. 1. (a,b,c) The protocols of magnetometer. In the case of single sensor (a), the noise of magnetometer is limited by both
PSN and CMM noise. For the coherent gradiometer (b), the measured CMM noise of two sensor are identical while the quantum
noise are uncorrelated. With differential measurement, the CMM noise is suppressed while the PSN is increased due to the
doubled photon number. When the entangled twin beams are used as the probe fields for the magnetic measurement (c), both
quantum noises and magnetic noises of two sensors are correlated. The quantum noise and magnetic field noise are effectively
reduced, simultaneously. BS: 50/50 beam splitter. PA: parametric amplifier. PBS: polarizing beam splitter. Bc: CMM noise.
Bs: magnetic signal. (d) Schematic diagram of the entangled gradiometer. HWP: half-wave plate. BL: leading magnetic field.
(e, f) Energy level diagram in the D1 line of 85Rb for four-wave-mixing (FWM) process and energy level diagram in the D1 line
of 87Rb for NMOR. ∆: one-photon detuning; δ: two-photon detuning. P1: FWM pump field. P2: optical pumping of NMOR.
P3: optical repumping of NMOR.

Results.
The quantum gradiometer consists of two parts:
generation of entangled twin beams and a magnetic
gradiometer. The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1

(d). Entangled twin beams â1 and b̂1 act as the probe
beams of two atomic sensors to couple magnetic field

B into their polarizations via NMOR as â2 and b̂2. â2
and b̂2 are split at the polarization beam splitter (PBS).

The output fields, designated âoutx , âouty , b̂outx and b̂outy ,
are detected to achieve optical rotation signals. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2, and the details
are mentioned in the Methods. Below, we will give the
experimental operation and results. We focus on how
to reduce quantum noise and eliminate CMM noise at
frequencies of 1-100 Hz in experimental operation.
Twin beams. Entangled twin beams are generated
by a FWM process in 85Rb atomic vapor [32–36]. A
horizontally-polarized pump laser of 100 mW and an
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orthogonality-polarized signal field ain of 10µW are
combined by a Glan-Laser polarizer and sent into an
85Rb vapor cell. The generated twin beams, designated

â1 and b̂1, can be given as

â1 = Gâin + gb̂in
†, (1)

b̂1 = Gb̂in + gâin
†, (2)

where G and g are the gain factors satisfying G2−g2 = 1.

âin and b̂in are two input fields for the FWM process.
The frequency of the pump field is 1 GHz blue detuned
from the transition

∣

∣5S1/2, F = 2
〉

→
∣

∣5P1/2, F
′ = 2

〉

of
85Rb atom. After the 85Rb cell, a Glan- Thomson (GT)
polarizer is used to filter out the pump beam. The gen-

erated twin beams â1and b̂1 are both ∼150 µW in power,
with G=3.9 and horizontally polarized along the x̂ direc-
tion. The squeezing spans a frequency range of 6 MHz.
The maximum squeezing is 7 dB at 0.6 MHz.
Quantum gradiometer. To measure the gradi-
ent magnetic field, two isotopically enriched 87Rb va-
por cells which are operated in the NMOR scheme
are employed as the two sensors (Sa and Sb) of the
gradiometer. The atomic spins of Sa and Sb are
both synchronously stretched along ŷ (polarized to the
∣

∣5S1/2, F = 2,mF = 2
〉

state) by circularly polarized op-
tical pumping and repumping with modulation frequency
Ωm [38, 39]. With the existence of a leading magnetic
field BL along the x̂-direction, the atomic spins of Sa
and Sb start to undergo Larmor precession with Lar-
mor frequencies of Ωa

L and Ωb
L, respectively. The mag-

netic field gradient along the x direction is given as

∂ BL/∂ x = (Ωa
L − Ωb

L)/(γ Dab), where γ is the gyro-
magnetic ratio and Dab is the distance between the two
sensors.
Entangled twin beams â1 and b̂1 are sent into Sa and Sb

as the probe fields for the magnetic measurement. The
frequencies of a1 and b1 are approximately 3 GHz red-
and blue-detuned from the pump field for 85Rb vapor,
i.e. approximately 2 GHz and 8 GHz detuned from the
transition

∣

∣52S1/2, F = 2
〉

→
∣

∣52P1/2, F = 2
〉

of the 87Rb
atom, respectively. The two probe beams are both far
off-resonant with the 87Rb atomic transition, leading to
a quantum nondemolition atom-light interaction which
can be described as:

Ĥ = βkŜ
k
z Ĵ

k
z (k = a, b), (3)

where βk is the coupling constant, Ŝk
z = 1/(2i)(k̂†xk̂y −

k̂†yk̂x) is the Stokes parameter, and Ĵk
z is the macroscopic

atomic spin along the ẑ-axis for sensor Sk. k= a and b
represent Sa and Sb, respectively.
After the twin beams propagate through the atomic

sensors, the polarization angles of the two beams are
rotated by ∆θa ∝ βaĴ

a
z and ∆θb ∝ βbĴ

b
z , which are

related to the respective magnetic fields on the atomic
sensors. The rotated output beams are designated â2
and b̂2. Each beam is split by a PBS, converting the
rotation angles into intensity modulation. The final out-

put fields âoutx and b̂outy (âouty and b̂outx ) are mixed and
detected by a balanced photodetector (BPD, Thorlabs
PDB450A) with two photodiodes (S 3883) of high quan-
tum efficiency (96%) obtaining optical rotation signal I.
The fluctuation of optical rotation signal I, which de-
notes the noise of the quantum magnetometer, is (see
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FIG. 3. (a,b) Schematic diagram of the magnetic resonances with a change of magnetic field gradient (a) and CMM field
(b). The red and blue lines represent the magnetic resonances [Ya and (-Yb)] of the two sensors, while the black line denotes
the subtracted magnetic resonance (Y ). When we apply a small magnetic field change, the magnetic resonances move from
the dashed lines to the solid lines. (a) By applying a magnetic field gradient, the magnetic resonances (blue/red) move in
the opposite direction. The subtracted magnetic resonance (black) changes obviously. (b) After applying a CMM field, both
magnetic resonances (blue/red) move in the same direction. The change in the subtracted magnetic resonance (black) is
inappreciable. (c) Measured magnetic resonances. The line with red circles and the line with blue squares represent the
magnetic resonances of Sa with linewidth wa=37Hz, and Sb with linewidth wb=43Hz, which are measured by blocking optical
pumping and repumping of Sa and Sb, respectively. The line with the black triangles is obtained by “turning on” both sensors
simultaneously. The dashed line denotes the frequency where we measure the sensitivity.

details in the Methods):

Var(I) = (G2 − g2cos(4θ0))|α2|+ 2sin2(2θ0)g
2,

= VarPSN − 2g2(|α2| − 1)cos2(2θ0)
(4)

where α is the amplitude of the two probe beams and
θ0 is the relative angle between the optical axis of the
half-wave plate and the x̂ axis, VarPSN is the PSN with
a power equal to the total power of the twin beams.
With the perturbations ∆θa and ∆θb, the change in

the optical rotation signal is (see details in the Methods)

∆ I =2g2sin(2θ0)|α|2(∆θb −∆θa)

∝βa cos(Ω
a
Lt)− βb cos(Ω

b
Lt),

(5)

where ∆θb−∆θa contains the amplitude of the magnetic
field gradient. To obtain the magnetic field gradient, we
demodulate optical rotation signal ∆ I with modulation
frequency Ωm and obtain the quadrature component of
the magnetic resonance Y [40],

Y =Ya − Yb

=
Aawa(Ω

a
L − Ωm)

w2
a + (Ωa

L − Ωm)2
− Abwb(Ω

b
L − Ωm)

w2
b + (Ωb

L − Ωm)2
,

(6)

where Ya and Yb are the magnetic resonances from Sa
and Sb, respectively, with amplitude Aa,b ∝ βa,b and
linewidth wa,b ∝ 1/τa,b. τa and τb are the coherence
times for the two atomic sensors. To operate the gra-
diometer, we measure the magnetic resonance Y by scan-
ning the detuning ∆m between ΩL and Ωm so as to find

the optimal Ωm, where Y is sensitive to the magnetic
field gradient and insensitive to the CMM field. For
Ωa

L = Ωb
L = Ωm, the response of gradiometer to the

change of magnetic field is

δ Y =
∂ Ya

∂Ωa
L

δΩa
L − ∂ Yb

∂Ωb
L

δΩb
L

= (ka − kb)δΩL +
ka + kb

2
δΩg

L,

(7)

where ka,b = ∂ Ya,b/∂Ω
a,b
L = Aa,b/wa,b denote the slopes

of the magnetic resonances from Sa and Sb. δΩL =
(δΩa

L + δΩb
L)/2 denotes the CMM noise, and δΩg

L =
δΩa

L − δΩb
L denotes the gradient field signal.

The magnetic resonances with ka = kb are plotted in
Figs. 3 (a) and (b) as a function of the detuning ∆m =
ΩL − Ωm obtained by scanning Ωm. The dashed lines
represent the magnetic resonances Y (black dashed line),
Ya (red dashed line) and (-Yb) (blue dashed line) without
any magnetic field gradient, that is, Ωa

L = Ωb
L. As shown

in Fig. 3 (a), by applying a magnetic field gradient δΩg
L,

that is, Ωa
L ̸= Ωb

L, the two magnetic resonances Ya (red
solid line) and (-Yb) (blue solid line) move in opposite
directions, so that the magnetic resonance Y (black solid
line) changes dramatically at the ∆m = 0, exhibiting
that the most sensitive point for gradient field measure-
ment is the zero-crossing point (Ωa

L = Ωb
L = Ωm). On

the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3 (b), by applying a
small CMM field change δΩL, both the magnetic reso-
nances Ya and (-Yb) move in the identical direction, then
the corresponding magnetic resonance Y is shifted in the
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FIG. 4. (a) Noise power spectrum directly measured after the GT polarizer. The BPD’s transimpedance gain is 105 V/A with
a bandwidth of 5 MHz. The resolution bandwidth (RBW) and video bandwidth (VBW) are 30 kHz and 300Hz, respectively.
The peaks appearing at low frequency are electronic noises. (i) The black line denotes the PSN. (ii) The red line denotes
the intensity-difference squeezing between the twin beams. (iii) The blue line denotes the background noise level. (b) Power
spectrum measured after the 87Rb cells. To measure the optical rotation signal at 152 kHz and avoid electronic noise, the BPD
transimpedance gain is 106 V/A with a bandwidth of 300 kHz. (i) The red line denotes the intensity-difference squeezing with
an optical rotation signal at 152 kHz. (ii) The blue line denotes the PSN with an optical rotation signal at 152 kHz from Sa.
(iii) The black line denotes the PSN. RBW=1kHz, VBW=300Hz. (c) The slopes of the magnetic resonances of Sa ( the line
with red squares, left vertical scale) and Sb (the line with solid blue circles, left vertical scale) and the relative noise power (the
line with hollow black circles, right vertical scale) change with one-photon detuning. The horizontal dash-dotted line shows
noise with PSN, and is taken as the reference 0 dB (right vertical scale). The vertical dashed line denotes the frequency where
we finally measure the sensitivity. Inset: (i) the measured magnetic signal and (ii) their Fourier transform of Sa (red line) and
gradiometer (blue line). A CMM field oscillating at 5 Hz is effectively suppressed by gradiometer.

same direction. In this case, the magnetic resonance Y
does not response to the CMM field at ∆m = 0. Thus,
the zero-crossing point is also the best working point to
immune CMM noise.

The experimental results of the magnetic resonances
of gradiometer (the line with black triangles), sensor Sa
(the line with red circles) and Sb (the line with blue
squares) are given in Fig. 3 (c). Evidently, in the middle
region around ∆m = 0, the magnetic resonance Y is
insensitive to the CMM noise.

Noise reduction. The sensitive measurement of
magnetic field at low frequencies has been a great
challenge for practical applications [12–14]. To realize an
ultra-sensitive quantum gradiometer at the frequencies
below kHz, the technologies developed above, including
sensing magnetic field via NMOR, squeezing quantum
noise with entangled light, and reducing CMM noise by
gradiometic detection are integrated to achieve as large
a signal as possible, remain the CMM noise minimized,
and suppress quantum noise below the PSN.

Before entering atomic sensors, the intensity-difference

noise of entangled twin beams â1 and b̂1 from FWM pro-
cess is detected and given in Fig. 4 (a). Here, the squeez-
ing spans a frequency range from 125 kHz to 6MHz and
the maximum squeezing is 7 dB at 0.6 MHz. To find the
optimal ΩL to perform magnetic measurement, one of the
two sensors is “turned off ” by blocking the optical pump-
ing and repumping of this sensor, e.g., Sb. The power
spectrum of the detected optical rotation signal oscillat-
ing at Ωa

L is plotted in Fig. 4 (b). The intensity-difference

squeezing of the twin beams is naturally mapped into the
power spectrum. To determine the magnetic field from
the detected optical rotation signal with quantum squeez-
ing, one needs to demodulate this signal with a frequency
of Ωm = Ωa

L. A particular Ωa
L=152 kHz is chosen here

to optimize the sensitivity of magnetic measurements by
balancing the different influences from nonlinear Zeeman
(NLZ) effect, optical noise squeezing, and the residual
magnetic resonance of the F = 1 state (see details in
the Methods). The available squeezing at Ωa

L =152 kHz
remains 5.5 dB due to the absorption losses of the two
87Rb cells (11% for Sa and 7% for Sb).

To cooperate the reduction of CMM noise and
suppression of quantum noise simultaneously, both
sensors are “turned on” by sending optical pumping

and repumping beams into them. Then, â2 and b̂2 are
modulated with the Larmor precession of the atomic
spin in Sa and Sb, respectively. The optical rotation
signal is demodulated and detected to give the difference
between the magnetic resonances from Sa and Sb. In
this work, as the probes of gradiometer, the twin beams
generated from an nondegenerate FWM process have
different frequencies, leading to the different linewidths
and amplitudes of the two magnetic resonances. How-
ever, the slopes of the magnetic resonances still can be
set to the same, ka = kb, by tuning the one-photon
detuning ∆, since the frequencies of the twin beams
change following the one-photon detuning. As seen in
Fig. 4 (c), a crossover point, where ka = kb is achieved
at ∆ = 1.02GHz. The common-mode rejection ratio
(CMRR) of the gradiometer reaches 50 as shown in
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the inset of Fig. 4 (c), which is measured by applying a
CMM field and detecting the residual of the CMM field
in the difference. Meanwhile, quantum noise squeezing
can still remain optimal in 5.5 dB.

Sensitivity enhancement. After noise optimization
in Fig. 4, the optimal point with Ωm = ΩL =152 kHz
and ∆=1.02 GHz are chosen to measure the magnetic
field and gradient field sensitivities of the sensors which
are given in Fig. 5. The sensitivity with a single sensor
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FIG. 5. Magnetic field and gradient field sensitivities. The
transfer function of the low-pass filter is b/

√

f2 + b2, where
the bandwidth b = (wa+wb)/2 =40Hz. (a) Sensitivity of the
magnetometer limited by PSN and CMM noise. (b) Gradient
field sensitivity of the gradiometer limited by PSN. (c) Gradi-
ent field sensitivity of the gradiometer with 5.5 dB squeezing.

Sa is shown in the blue line (a) of Fig. 5, which is limited
by both CMM noise and PSN. As a comparison, the red
line (b) shows the sensitivity of the classical gradiometer
using two coherent probe beams. Evidently, the CMM
noise is suppressed in this gradiometer, and the noise
floor is lowered to PSN limit ∼ 35 fT/cm

√
Hz. When

the entangled twin beams replace the coherent beams as
the probes of two sensors in quantum gradiometer, the
sensitivity is further improved starting from 7Hz with
the help of 5.5 dB squeezing as shown in the purple line
(c) of Fig. 5. The optimal sensitivity 18 fT/cm

√
Hz is

achieved at 20Hz. The sensitivity starts getting worse
at both low and high frequencies due to the 1/f noise
and the bandwidth-limited frequency response of each

sensor, respectively. The frequency response of each
sensor, which acts as a low-pass filter with the transfer

function b/
√

f2 + b2, leads to the decrease of the signal
at the increasing measurement frequency f beyond the
bandwidth b, and hence the reduction of the SNR.

Conclusions and outlook.
We construct and demonstrate a way to achieve si-
multaneous suppresses in both PSN and CMM noise
by combining the techniques of quantum enhancement
with gradiometic detection. With a 5.5 dB squeezed
degree and a CMRR of 50, the sensitivity is enhanced
from the sub-picotesla to 10-femtotesla level. The
gradient field sensitivity reaches 18 fT/cm

√
Hz with

a 1 cm baseline at 20Hz, which is comparable to the
sensitivity of the classical gradiometer operating with
orders of magnitude more atoms. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first demonstration of quantum
enhancement of the magnetic sensitivity at the low
frequencies starting from 7Hz. Such quantum-enhanced
magnetometry is promising for practical applications
where the characteristic magnetic signatures range from
1Hz to 1000Hz in challenging environments [45].
The scheme of the quantum gradiometer is suitable

for all magnetometry operated in NMOR type. There
are still many possibilities to improve the performance
of magnetometry with the technical routes of combin-
ing the quantum manipulation and atom-light interface.
The bandwidth of magnetometry can be largely improved
in several ways such as phase-locked loop [7] and self-
oscillating [44] to achieve a better sensitivity at high fre-
quency. The low frequency 1/f noise appears in Fig. 5
(b,c) caused by temperature shifting in the shield can be
decreased by a better temperature control system. More-
over, in this work, the spin projection noise is not a lim-
iting mechanism of the sensitivity since the used atom
number in the sensors is relatively low. For optimized
magnetometry with comparable noises from atom and
light, the sensitivity can still be improved with the use
of correlated twin beams (see details in the methods).
Online content.

Any methods, additional references, Nature Research
reporting summaries, source data, extended data,
supplementary information, acknowledgements, peer
review information; details of author contributions and
competing interests; and statements of data and code
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Methods.
Detail for the theory We generate intensity correlated
two-mode squeezed fields by PA process in hot 85Rb
vapor. By mixing and amplifying the two field modes âin
and b̂in, correlations between two modes are generated.
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, (8)

where, G2− g2 = 1. In our system, with a coherent state

|α⟩ input at port âin and a vacuum state at port b̂in, âx
and b̂x are the outputs of the PA process. Both of the
fields are linearly polarized along x direction.

âx and b̂x act as the probe beams of two 87Rb vapor

sensors â1 and b̂1 and couple the magnetic field into their

polarizations. The polarizations of â2 and b̂2 are rotated

with angles ∆θa and ∆θb. â2 and b̂2 are further rotated
by a HWP with angle θ0 and mixed with a vacuum state

with y polarization âiny and b̂iny at the PBS, respectively.
The output of the PBS is:
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(9)
where θa = θ0 + ∆θa, θb = θ0 + ∆θb. The input-output
relation of optical field after the whole process is:
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. (10)

The output fields of PBS are sent to the balanced pho-
todetector and achieve the intensity-difference measure-
ment. The observation of magnetometer is:

Î = Îax − Îay − Îbx + Îby, (11)

where, Îax = âout
†

x âoutx , Îay = âout
†

y âouty , Îbx = b̂out
†

x b̂outx ,

Îby = b̂out
†

y b̂outy . The average value of Î is:

⟨Î⟩ = [G2cos(2θa)−g2cos(2θb)]|α2|+g2[cos(2θa)−cos(2θb)].
(12)

When operate at θa = θb = 0, the fluctuation of magne-
tometer is:

Var(Î) = (1 + g2 − g2cos(4θ0))|α2|+ 2sin2(2θ0)g
2. (13)

The change in the observation of magnetometer with per-
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turbation ∆θa and ∆θb is:

∆ I =
∂⟨Î⟩
∂θ1

∆θa +
∂⟨Î⟩
∂θ2

∆θb

= 2[g2sin(2θ2)∆θb −G2sin(2θ1)∆θa]|α2|
+ 2g2[sin(2θ2)∆θb − sin(2θ1)∆θa].

(14)

For ∆θa ≪ θa, ∆θb ≪ θb and G ≈ g ≫1, we have

∆ I = 2g2sin(2θ0)|α2|(∆θb −∆θa). (15)

Hence the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is:

(∆ I)2

Var(Î)
=

4g4sin2(2θ0)|α4|(∆θb −∆θa)
2

(1 + g2 − g2cos(4θ0))|α2|+ 2sin2(2θ0)g2
.

(16)
The SNRs of the gradiometer change with g are plot-
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FIG. 6. The SNR of quantum-enhanced gradiometer (a) and
coherent gradiometer (b) change with g. Here, we set α=100,
θ0 = 0.05 and (∆θb −∆θa)

2 = 1.

ted in Fig. 6. The red line and the blue line represent
the SNR of quantum-enhanced gradiometer and coher-
ent gradiometer, respectively. We can see that with the
increase of g, the SNR of the squeezed gradiometer is al-
ways better than the coherent gradiometer.
Fundamental limitation of sensitivity. For magne-
tometry based on optical readout of atomic ensemble’s
spin precession, the sensitivity is fundamentally limited
PSN and SPN. The corresponding sensitivity δ Bph and
δ Bat can be described as [19]:

δ Bph =
1

γτ

1

Nat

√

Nph

∆p

Γ0

A

λ2
, (17)

δ Bat =
1

γτ

√

Nph√
Nat

Γ0

∆p
(
λ2

A
)1/2, (18)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, τ is the measurement
time. Nat and Nph are the total number of atoms and
photons used in the measurement, respectively. Γ0 is the
natural transition width, ∆p is the frequency detuning
from optical resonance and λ is the light wavelength. A
is the cross section of the probe and assumed to match
the atomic sample. Considering the noise from both atom
and light, the sensitivity is limited by the larger one of
δ Bat and δ Bph. When the atom number and photon

number satisfying
√
NatNph < (∆p/Γ0)

2(A/λ2)1/2, we
get δ Bph > δBat. The sensitivity is limited by PSN. In
our work, Nat is limited by the operation temperature of
vapor cell and Nph is limited by the FWM process. In
consequence, the sensitivity of gradiometer with coherent
light is fundamentally limited by PSN. With the use of a
squeezed light, the sensitivity can further break PSN.
The overall sensitivity limitations with the change of

Nph are plotted in Fig. 7. We can find the optimum num-
ber of photons and corresponding sensitivity by minimiz-
ing the overall uncertainty. In Fig. 7 (a), the sensitiv-
ity, which limited by photon noise with 5.5 dB squeezing
and SPN, can reach optimal sensitivity δ Bs

o with optimal
photon number Ns

oph. In Fig. 7 (b), the sensitivity, which
limited by PSN and SPN, can reach optimal sensitivity
δ Bc

o with optimal photon number N c
oph. Compared with

coherent light, the use of squeezed light can lead to a
better sensitivity (δ Bs

o < δ Bc
o) with lower number of

photons (Ns
oph < N c

oph).
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FIG. 7. (a) The sensitivity limited by photon noise with 5.5
dB squeezing and SPN. (b) The sensitivity limited by PSN
and SPN. Here we choose γ = 7Hz/nT, τ = 1 s, ∆p = 8GHz,
Γ0 = 5.7MHz, A = 6 × 10−4 m2, λ = 795 nm, Nat = 1010

which are consistent with the experimental condition.

In ref. [19], the sensitivity is discussed in free induc-
tion decay scheme. When the number of spins that flip
due to ground-state relaxation becomes comparable to
unity, uncertainty due to relaxation begins to dominate
the atomic noise. The sensitivity have no improvement
with squeezed light. While in our work, the decayed spin
are repolarized by synchronized pumping. With long
measurement time, the sensitivity still can be improved
by the squeezed light.
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Experimental layout. The cell generating FWM pro-
cess contains isotopically pure 85Rb vapor cell (12.5mm
long) that can be heated to over 120◦C. It is anti-
reflection (AR) coated on all four surfaces to achieve a
high transmission efficiency (∼95%). The seed â is red
detuned approximately 3 GHz from the pump beam by
using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) in double-pass
configuration. Both FWM pump and seed are focused
in the center of the cell with beam waists 500µm and
250µm, respectively. In order to calibrate the PSN, the
temperature of the 85Rb vapor cell is set to 100°C, there
was no entanglement between the twin beams and the
intensity of the twin beams is equated by the attenua-
tor. Therefore, the noise level after intensity difference
detection can be regarded as PSN.

The sensors (Sa and Sb) of the gradiometer are mainly
constructed by two paraffin-coated and AR-coated cylin-
drical cells [37](1 cm in length; 1 cm in diameter) which
are placed side by side in a three-layer µ-metal magnetic
shield. The two cells are heated to 35◦C for sensitivity
optimization. To generate CMM field and magnetic field
gradient on two sensors we add a set of Helmholtz coil
and a set of anti-Helmholtz coil with a diameter of 92
mm outside of two 87Rb vapor cells. For each sensor,
the atoms are fully polarized to 5S1/2, F = 2,mF = 2
state by two circularly polarized, ŷ-directed laser beams
(Pa

2/P
a
3 and Pb

2/P
b
3) [38, 39], where P

a
2 and Pa

3 are optical
pumping and repumping for sensor Sa; Pb

2 and Pb
3 are

optical pumping and repumping for sensor Sb. The
optical pumping beam is resonant with 5S1/2, F = 2
to 5P1/2, F

′ = 2 transition to polarize the atoms. The
optical repumping beam is resonant with 5S1/2, F = 1
to 5P1/2, F

′ = 2 transition to pump all the atoms to
F = 2 states. Both optical pumping and repumping
beams are split and sent to the two sensors (Sa, Sb)
of the gradiometer. By synchronously modulating the
intensity of optical pumping and repumping beams
with a square-wave modulation (3% duty cycle) by
acousto-optic modulators (AOM), the atomic spins
are periodically driven and start Larmor procession.
The power of optical pumping and repumping beams
during the “on” part of the cycle is 5mW and 30mW,
respectively. After the twin beams propagate through
the atomic medium, the electric field amplitude ε, overall
phaseϕ, polarization angle θ, and ellipticity ϵ are both
modulated at Larmor frequencyΩL [40].

Choice of Larmor frequency. To minimize the op-
tical field noise, Ωm should be chosen as the frequency
fsq of the maximum squeezed degree, which means that
the leading magnetic field BL should be chosen to sat-
isfy Ωm = ΩL= fsq=0.6 MHz, where BL at the Gauss
level is applied on the atomic sensor. This BL field is
large enough to bring about the NLZ effect, inducing
splitting and asymmetry of the magnetic resonance [41].
Moreover, with low ΩL, the magnetic resonance gener-
ated from the residual atoms in the F = 1 state disturbs
the main magnetic resonance from the F = 2 state atoms

due to the tiny difference in the gyromagnetic ratios of
the F = 1 and F = 2 states [42]. The frequency dif-
ference between these two magnetic resonances increases
with BL. Consequently, we choose ΩL to be 152 kHz to
balance the influences of the NLZ effect, noise squeez-
ing and the interference of the magnetic resonance from
F = 1 state.
CMRR. In general, we use the CMRR to evaluate the
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FIG. 8. CMRR change with δΩL/wa and wb/wa.

reduction of CMM noise. When the two resonances have
same amplitude and linewidth, the magnetic noise will
be reduced completely. In practical, due to the limitation
and influence of various conditions, there will be a dif-
ference between the linewidth of two sensors. To ensure
two sensors have same response to the magnetic field, the
gradiometer is operated with ka = kb. In this condition,
the CMRR is related with ratio between the linewidth of
magnetic resonances wb/wa and the change of the CMM
field δΩL. The CMRR which is defined as the ratio of
CMM field and the remaining portion of the CMM field
in the difference [30] can be written as:

CMRR =
w2

a(w
2
b + δΩ2

L)

(w2
a − w2

b )δΩ
2
L

. (19)

The CMRR decrease with the increase of both δΩL and
the difference between wa and wb, as shown in Fig. 8.
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